Sequassen Accomplishments

Compiled by Sequassen Maintenance Committee
Tom Young, Chairman     John Burke, Vice Chairman

Sept 2002
- Built kayak rack for new boat house
- Built sail boat rack
- Varnished Totem Pole
- Cut hole in Ranger’s House foundation
- Recovered 22 mattresses for Loomis
- Re-tarped Pole Barn
- Took down old camp signs

Major Work Party
Oct 2002
- Built gate for North Sequassen
- Built gate for Platt Field
- Patched four lean-tos in International Campsite
- Cleaned and replaced curtains in Alling and Sargent Cabins
- Repaired four lawn mowers
- Made six camp signs
- Connected auxiliary generator to Ranger’s House
- Sealed gun room
- Installed hand washing sink in Dining Hall kitchen
- Painted Ranger House trim
- Hung arrows in Dining Hall
- Repaired windows in Alderman
- Cooked meals for 30 people

Nov 2002
- Built twelve benches
- Replaced Cohen window
- Repaired Ledge Latrine door hinge
- Stained Rocky’s Pavilion
- Built and hung fire gear racks in all sites
- Hung gate for Platt Field
- Covered hole in Sevino Cabin wall

Jan 2003
- Began Ranger’s House basement renovations
- Cleaned up shop
- Painted shop interior
• Cleared trees behind Cedar Campsite and shop
• Replaced window latches in Alderman and Loomis
• Repaired bunk in Trail Campsite
• Repaired attic ladder in Alderman
• Received and inspected new water tanks

Feb 2003
• Cut wood for Burke water building
• Assembled four tables
• Sanded and repaired sail boat rudders and center boards
• Installed CO detectors in twelve buildings and cabins
• Split fire wood
• Continued shop reorganization

Mar 2003
• Built cuppola for Burke water building
• Ground cement lip on floor in Ranger’s House basement
• Mapped Ranger’s House circuit breakers
• Taped sheet rock in Ranger’s House basement
• Hung ceiling in Ranger’s House basement
• Refinished rudders, center boards, paddles, and oars
• Installed new lights in Cabins #1 and #2
• Repaired door hinge on Northrop Latrine
• Repaired light switch in Cohen

Apr 2003
• Erected Burke water building
• Built door for portable shed
• Worked on new lawn mower
• Fabricated three floor plates for latrine upgrades
• Repaired new bunk frame

May 2003
• Cut wood for ten tent platforms
• Built five trail bridge sections for safety trail
• Removed bedroom wall from Cabin #4, installed header, and removed tile floor
• Replaced Dining Hall window
• Planted Chapel foliage

Major Work Party
June 2003
• Stripped and re-roofed Dining Hall porch (dumpster side)
• Hung hose racks, toilet papers holders, and replaced seats in most latrines
• Fixed Trading Post railing
• Fixed pocket door in Cabin #7
• Cleaned cabins and hung new curtains
• Finished work on water tank building
• Built ten tent platforms
• Took down trees in Baden-Powell and North Sequassen
• Changed check valve in water tank building
• Hooked up North Sequassen shower
• Removed gas meters from Cabins #4, #6, and #7
• Re-topped three swim decks
• Cleaned and repaired convection ovens and stoves in Dining Hall
• Roofed one lean-to and patched four in Loyalty
• Removed tanks support foundation at new water building
• Cleaned Chapel stones
• Hung peg board in Trading Post
• Repaired screen doors on Cabins #2 and #4
• Replaced bedroom window in Alling
• Refinished screen doors in Cabins #3 and #6
• Recovered 100 mattresses
• Repaired dump truck
• Repaired yellow pick-up truck
• Replaced bulbs in Dining Hall
• Installed inscribed bricks in Maxim Chapel
• Cooked for 59 people